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Solar panel IMOU FSP12-TypeC for Cell PT 3W

IMOU FSP12-TypeC solar panel for Cell PT 3W cameras.
Provide your Imou Cell PT camera with a reliable power source. The FSP12-TypeC solar panel will allow you to charge your device using
green solar energy - it offers a power output of about 3 watts. The product is very durable and resistant to harsh weather conditions, and
its  seamless  connection  is  made  possible  by  a  long  4-meter  cable  -  it  gives  you  more  flexibility  during  installation  and  allows  you  to
choose a location with optimal sunlight.
 
Perfect power source
Have confidence that your outdoor camera will not refuse to serve you at the least opportune moment. Imou's solar panel will allow you
to charge it with publicly available solar energy! With a power output of up to 3 watts, you only need a few hours in direct sunlight each
day to keep your device almost continuously ready for use.
 
Thoughtful design
Thanks to its robust, well-thought-out design, the panel is extremely durable and resistant to damage - it will perform well even in harsh
weather conditions. It is also distinguished by a reinforced USB-C cable with a specially designed connector, which features impressive
durability and long life. This is an excellent investment for years to come!
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Included
Solar panelUniversal connectorRound cap nutLocking nutBaseScrew x4Wall anchor x3Connection cable (4 m)
 
ManufacturerImouModelFSP12-TYPE  COperating  voltage6  V  (±5%)Operating  current0,5  A  (±5%)Operating  temperatureFrom  -20°C  to
60°CStorage  temperatureFrom  -20°C  to  45°CStorage  ambient  humidity<  60%Conversion  factor≥  19,5%PowerUp  to  3
WCompatibilityImou Cell PT / Cell PT 4G outdoor camera

Preço:

€ 31.00

Casa inteligente, Others
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